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Abstract
The study is an investigation of language within the social context of the community in which it is spoken,
carried out in 2019 in a region with a particular linguistic background, Lahore, the capital of Punjab, Pakistan.
This research investigates the stratification of nasal variants /n/ and /ɳ/ in the Lahore city, relating parameter of
gender. This research was intended to determine the male and female use of the nasal variants /n/ and /ɳ/,
indicates that gender-based differences in male/female linguistic behavior in the Lahore speech community. A
structured interview was administered in order to examine this issue of social stratification by language. In this
regard, this study becomes a Labovian methodological replica in the present context. The results show several
statistically significant differences in linguistic usage among different groups of people residing in Lahore city.
This research was intended to determine whether men and women were different with respect to the use of nasal
variants /n/ and /ɳ/. Moreover, an examination of the social class and regionality (urban/rural) is also under
consideration in the present research.
Keywords: linguistic variant, gender, stratification, education, social class
1. Introduction
This research was intended to determine whether men and women were different with respect to the use of nasal
variants /n/ and /ɽ ̃ /. To conduct the study, R. Lakoff’s (1975) and Labov’s (1960) ideas concerning linguistic
differences between males and females were taken into account. This research investigates and examines the
stratification of nasal variants /n/ and /ɽ ̃ / in the Lahore city, relating social parameter of gender. The study is
concerned with presence or absence of /ɽ/̃ a retroflex nasal flap that frequently occurs in the speech communities
of various parts of rural and urban Punjab.
Variant /ɽ/̃ is socially stigmatized in all of the speech community in Lahore, it has been studied to date, with
subjective evaluation tests and self-report tests supporting this view. For example, some interviews conducted in
various areas of Lahore and found that the standard (n) variant produced by educated women and conscious
speakers, the lower he or she was rated who used this stigmatized variant in these areas.
The following study is a sociolinguistic study carried out in 2017 in Lahore, Pakistan. This is a region with a
particular sociolinguistic context which stems from the area’s sociolinguistic, political and economic history.
This study is an investigation of language within the social context of the community in which it is spoken. The
focus of this study is to know the objective pattern of language usage in different social contexts in a speech
community. More specifically, this examines the relationship between linguistic and gender factors and how men
and women distinguish themselves from one another in a whole range of social behaviors including the type of
language they use. In this regard, Lakoff’s (1975) ideas concerning linguistic differences between males and
females were taken into account for justifying her claim concerning the standard linguistic form than menfolk in
a speech community.
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Fiigure 1. Comprehensive mapp of capital of P
Punjab provinnce, Lahore
2. Literatu
ure Review
Louis Gauuchat (1905) observed
o
women in each grooup tended to use the innovvative variants more than men in
village off Charmey (S
Switzerland). “Sociolinguisstic variables,,” Gumperz ((1992) wrote, “are themselves
constitutivve of social reaality and can be treated as paart of a more general class off indexical signns which guide
e and
channel thhe interpretatioon of intent.” F
For example, inn the case of ––n variable, Shhuy et al. (19677) showed thatt ‘-in’
was more frequently ussed by lower status groups than higher sstatus ones, F
Fischer (1958) showed that boys
tended to use more ‘-in’ than girls annd that differennces also relatted to speakerr personality tyype (aggressiv
ve vs.
cooperativve) and mood (tense
(
vs. relaxxed).
In the pressent research, the
t technique oof auditory anaalysis has beenn employed foor researching tthe phenomeno
on of
linguistic vvariation. In thhis context, Trrudgill’s (19744) research in N
Norwich, show
wed the resultss of the correlation
of social cclass, speaker sex and the uuse of non-stanndard [n] variaants of unstresssed ‘-ing’ sufffixes. Within each
social classs group, womeen consistentlyy used less of tthe non-standaard pronunciatiion than men.
Trudgill (1972) found a consistent ppattern of undder-reporting for men and over-reportinng for women that
reinforcedd the notion off covert prestigge of vernacullar forms. His (1972) early w
work on Norw
wich English sh
hows
that some speakers recoggnize and overrtly talk aboutt one variant ass being ‘betterr’ than anotherr; furthermore, they
claim to usse the ‘better’ form, but in faact do not.
Accordingg to Trudgill (1974),
(
womenn belonging too different soccial strata in oorder to demoonstrate their social
s
status use more prestigious pronunciaation forms annd grammaticaal constructionns. Men’s speeech is characterized
by a great number of devviations from sstandard languuage due to theeir masculine ttype of behavioor (Trudgill, 1974).
Individual speech code develops under the influencce of a numbeer of factors, for instance social, cultural, and
economic.
Haeri (19991) undertook the study of thhe colloquial A
Arabic of Cairo with a sampple of100 speakkers located from a
series of nnetworks throuugh friends annd extended coontacts. The saample was straatified by gendder and four social
s
classes; thhe upper class was
w the group most stronglyy oriented towaards western cculture. One paart of Haeri’s study
s
was aimedd at the stable sociolinguisticc variable Qaff, where men cconsistently ussed more of the traditional uvular
stop. Haerri showed that this use was eessentially a seeries of lexicaal borrowings ffrom classical Arabic rather than
inherent variation in Egyyptian Arabic.. She also studdied a new chaange in progreess, palatalizattion of apical stops
by followiing high vowels, and found tthat the leaderrs of linguistic change were intrepid womeen who resisted the
pressures to conform too traditional soocial constrainnts. Abdel-Jaw
wad (1986) fouund that womeen used less of
o the
classical uuvular variants than men, andd more of the m
modern urban gglottal stop, att all educationaal levels.
3. Problem
m Statement
In this research, the reseearcher has triied to explore the pattern off the usage of variant /ɽ/̃ (reetro flex nasal flap)
between ggenders, for thhe sake of connfirming eitheer the variablee (ɽ)̃ is the gennder differentiiator among social
s
classes, agge and region or
o not.
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4. Research Questions
(1) Is there any significant difference between the groups (male & female) under study on the use of retroflex
nasal flap /ɽ/̃ ?
(2) Is there any significant difference between educated and uneducated women on the use of /ɽ/̃ ?
(3) Is there any significant gender difference among social groups (low, middle & high) on the use of /ɽ/̃ ?
(4) Is there any significant difference between urban and rural women on the use of /ɽ/̃ ?
5. Methodology
There were 10 questions divided into two parts in this way, 6 questions representing independent variables were
the profile questions about the subjects. The content of the interviews covers very specific phonetic information
regarding their pronunciation of nasal variants. The main items of demographic information and relevant
background data that is very much essential for the linguistic research. These demographic features include
gender. The structured interview was administered for eliciting desired data. In this connection, some questions
are prepared in advance in the form of MCQs with only two choices. The responses were keenly recorded for
further analysis. During the interview the participants were unaware that the researcher was interested in their
speech patterns especially in their pronunciation of /n/ in the word final and postvocalic position (occurring
immediately after a vowel), rather than the content of the interviews. All 72 subjects were selected by random
stratified sampling representing all dependent variables including gender.
5.1 Sample & Sampling Technique
In order to draw the desired sample from the population, stratified random sampling technique was applied for
this study. The sample was selected in such a way that the identified subgroups (e.g., urban vs. non-urban
speakers) in the population were adequately represented in the sample. For subgroup comparison, equal-sized
samples from each of the subgroups were selected. The stratification of the sample will be based on age, sex,
region, education and social class membership. The sample would be further divided into three age groups (15–
30, 30–45, & 45–60).
A Sample consisted of 72 Subjects and the composition of the sample was as follows
Table 1. Grouping of the subjects in the sample
Sample Group
1

Social Class
Upper

Region
Urban / Non-Urban

Education
Literate
Illiterate

2

Middle

Urban / Non- Urban

Literate
Illiterate

3

Lower

Urban / Non- Urban

Literate
Illiterate

Age
15–30
30–45
45–60
15–30
30–45
45–60
15–30
30–45
45–60

Gender
Male
Female

N
12
12

Male
Female

12
12

Male
Female

12
12

6. Data Analysis
The data were coded and turned into numerical data as appropriate. It was then submitted to statistical analysis
using SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences). The statistical techniques included frequencies, t-test, and
analysis of variance. The choice of statistical techniques was based on the research question to be answered.
6.1 Quantification of Data
It is very important step in calculation for the analysis. The basic information and the simple characteristics were
tabulated and calculated the frequencies and percentages and analyzed.
Scoring scheme of the study:
Scoring is necessary for the measurement of the variables.
Gender of respondents
Gender
Male
Coding
1
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Question N
No 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
5 6, 7, 8, 9, 100, 11, 12, 13
R
Retroflex Nasal Flaap (RNF)/ɽ/̃
1

C
Coding

Nasal Variant (NV) /n/
2

6.2 The Chhi-Square Test
The chi-sqquare shows thhe associationn between the two variabless that are undeer investigatioon. It evaluates the
degree of ddependency byy comparing thhe frequenciess. The data in tthe chi-square indicates wheether the hypotthesis
can be acccepted or rejectted.
General P
Procedure for testing Hypotthesis:
1)

=Thee two variabless of classificatiion are not asssociated

2)

=Thee two variabless of classificatiion are associaated

3) Level of significance::

0.05

4) Test Staatistics:
∑ ∑

(1)

6.3 Sectionn Conclusion
This chaptter has discusssed the researrch methodoloogy used in thhe current studdy. The presennt study intends to
explore the distinction between
b
/n/ annd /ɽ ̃ / for com
mprehending deemarcating bouundaries betweeen gender. A pure
quantitativve approach haas been employyed by the ressearcher like L
Labov (1966) w
which was suitted to find ansswers
to the reesearch hypottheses. The phonetic dataa was gatheered by condducting a strructured interrview
(question-aanswer form)). The credibiility of the ddata was estaablished by thhe careful deevelopment off the
instrumentts and by rigorrous approach to data analysiis.
7. Data An
nalysis
Statistical analysis of the
t data colleected in the sstructured inteerviews stage revealed signnificant differe
ences
between m
male and femalle. There are sttatistically signnificant differeences in these ssamples.
7.1 Generaal Findings
Table 2. D
Distribution of respondent
r
witth respect to gender they bellong
Valid

Male
Female
Total

Frequency
36
36
72

Percent
50.0
50.0
100.0

Figure 2. Barr chart shows tthe percentage of respondentts (M/F)
Explanatioon:
The abovee chart shows that
t
in the sam
mple of 72 resppondents theree are 50 % maale respondentts and 50 % fe
emale
respondennts.
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Statistical Test
Question 1
Crosstab
Count

Which off these two are useed for producing electricity?
Total

RN
NF
NV
V

Gender
Male
21
14
35

Tottal
Female
18
18
36

39
32
71

Figure 3.
3 Bar chart shoows the percenntage of responnses of both reespondents (M//F)
1)

= Thhere is no assoociation betweeen the two variiables.
= Thhere is associattion between thhe two variablles.

2) Level of significance::

= 0.05

3) Test Staatistics:
∑ ∑

(2)

With degreees of freedom
m (r-1) (c-1)
4) Calculaation:
P
Pearson
Chi-Squarre

Value
0.717

df
1

Asymp. Sig. ((2-sided)
0.397

=0.717
5) Critical region:
Probabilityy value > signiificance level ((α)
6) Conclussion:
The probaability value iss greater than level of signiificance so wee accept null hhypothesis
and conclude
e that
there is noot sufficient eviidence to indiccate that there is association between the tw
wo variables.
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Question 2
Which aspecct of man is the favvorite in life?* Geender
Count

Which aspecct of man is the favvourite in life?

Geender
Maale
12
24
36

RNF
NV

Total

Total
Fem
male
13
22
35

25
46
71

Figure 4.
4 Bar chart shoows the percenntage of responnses of both reespondents (M//F)
1)

= Thhere is no assoociation betweeen the two variiables.
= Thhere is associattion between thhe two variablles.

2) Level of significance::

= 0.05

3) Test Staatistics:
∑ ∑

(3)

With degreees of freedom
m (r-1) (c-1)
4) Calculaation:
Pearson Chi-Squuare

Valuue
0.1133

df
1

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
0.737

=0.113
5) Critical region:
Probabilityy value > signiificance level ((α)
6) Conclussion:
As our prrobability valuue is greater thhan level of ssignificance soo we are unabble to reject oour null hypotthesis
and wee conclude thatt there is not suufficient evideence which shoow association between the tw
wo variables.
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Question 3
Which is more essential th
hing for a tired p
person?
Count

Which is more essential thiing for a tired persson?

RNF
NV

Total

Gender
Male
11
25
36

Totall
F
Female
9
227
336

20
52
72

Figure 5.
5 Bar chart shoows the percenntage of responnses of both reespondents (M//F)
1)

= Thhere is no assoociation betweeen the two variiables.
= Thhere is associattion between thhe two variablles.

2) Level of significance::

= 0.05

3) Test Staatistics:
∑ ∑

(4)

With degreees of freedom
m (r-1) (c-1)
4) Calculaation
Pearson Chi-Square

Valuue
0.2777

df
1

Asymp. Sig. (22-sided)
0.599

=0.277
5) Critical region:
Probabilityy value > signiificance level ((α)
6) Conclussion:
As our proobability valuee is greater thaan level of siggnificance so w
we accept nulll hypothesis
evidence, w
we may concluude that there is no association between thhe two variablees.
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Question 4
What is the name for a person who is blinnd from one eye?
Countt
Gender
Male
RN
What is the name for a person
NF
20
NV
V
16
who is blind from one eeye?
36
Total

Female
14
21
35

Total
34
37
71

Figure 6.
6 Bar chart shoows the percenntage of responnses of both reespondents (M//F)
1)

= Thhere is no assoociation betweeen the two variiables.
= Thhere is associaation between tthe two variables.

2) Level of significance::

= 0.05

3) Test Staatistics:
∑ ∑

(5)

With degreees of freedom
m (r-1) (c-1)
4) Calculaation:
Pearson Chi-Squuare

Valuee
1.7211

df
1

Asymp. Sig. (2--sided)
0.190

=1.721
5) Critical region:
Probabilityy value > signiificance level ((α)
6) Conclussion:
As our proobability valuee is greater thaan level of siggnificance so w
we accept nulll hypothesis
evidence, w
we may concluude that there is no association between thhe two variablees.
Question 5
What, accorrding to you, will be the outcome iff an older child is playing cricket wiith a young one?
Count
Gender
Tottal
Male
Female
What, accorrding to you, will be the outcome iff an older
RNF
F
6
7
13
child is playying cricket with a young one?
NV
30
27
57
36
34
70
Total

301
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Figure 7.
7 Bar chart shoows the percenntage of responnses of both reespondents (M//F)
1)

= Thhere is no assoociation betweeen the two variiables.
= Thhere is associattion between thhe two variablles.

2) Level of significance::

= 0.05

3) Test Staatistics:
∑ ∑

(6)

With degreees of freedom
m (r-1) (c-1)
4) Calculaation:
Pearson Chi-Sqquare

Valuue
0.1778

df
1

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
0.673

=0.178
5) Critical region:
Probabilityy value > signiificance level ((α)
6) Conclussion:
As our proobability valuee is greater thaan level of signnificance, we aare unable to rreject our null hypothesis
and
may concllude that there is not sufficiennt evidence whhich show som
me association between the tw
wo variables.
Question 6
What is more
m
desirable withh regard to the Quuran?
Count

What is more
m
desirable withh regard to the Quuran?
Total

302

RNF
NV

Gender
Male
8
26
34

Totall
F
Female
6
227
333

14
53
67
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Figure 8.
8 Bar chart shoows the percenntage of responnses of both reespondents (M//F)
1)

= Thhere is no assoociation betweeen the two variiables.
= Thhere is associattion between thhe two variablles.

2) Level of significance::

= 0.05

3) Test Staatistics:
∑ ∑

(7)

With degreees of freedom
m (r-1) (c-1)
4) Calculaation:
Pearson Chi-Squuare

Valuue
0.2900

df
1

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
0.590

=0.290
5) Critical region:
Probabilityy value > signiificance level ((α)
6) Conclussion:
As our proobability valuee is greater thaan level of signnificance, we aare unable to rreject our null hypothesis
and
may concllude that there is not sufficiennt evidence whhich show som
me association between the tw
wo variables.
Question 7
Crosstab
Count

What do you
y say on hearingg the sound of a drrum?
Total

303

RNF
NV

Gender
Male
12
24
36

Totaal
Female
10
25
35

22
49
71
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Figure 9.
9 Bar chart shoows the percenntage of responnses of both reespondents (M//F)
1)

= Thhere is no assoociation betweeen the two variiables.
= Thhere is associattion between thhe two variablles.

2) Level of significance::

= 0.05

3) Test Staatistics:
∑ ∑

(8)

With degreees of freedom
m (r-1) (c-1)
4) Calculaation:
Pearson Chi-Squuare

Value
0.188

df
1

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
0.664

=0.188
5) Critical region:
Probabilityy value > signiificance level ((α)
6) Conclussion:
As our proobability valuee is greater thaan level of signnificance, we aare unable to rreject our null hypothesis
and
may concllude that there is not sufficiennt evidence whhich show som
me association between the tw
wo variables.
Question 8
Crosstab
Count

Which of theese two are more ffavoured by the sm
mokers?
Total

304

RN
NF
NV
V

Gender
Male
12
23
35

Tootal
Female
6
20
26

188
433
611
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Figure 100. Bar chart shhows the perceentage of respoonses of both reespondents (M
M/F)
1)

= Thhere is no assoociation betweeen the two variiables.
= Thhere is associattion between thhe two variablles.

2) Level of significance::

= 0.05

3) Test Staatistics:
∑ ∑

(9)

With degreees of freedom
m (r-1) (c-1)
4) Calculaation:
Pearson Chi-Squuare

Valuue
0.901

df
1

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
0.343

= 0.901
5) Critical region:
Probabilityy value > signiificance level ((α)
6) Conclussion:
As our proobability valuee is greater thaan level of signnificance, we aare unable to rreject our null hypothesis
may concllude that there is not sufficiennt evidence to show some asssociation betw
ween the two vvariables.
Crosstab
Count

Which of thesee two are more favvoured by the smokers?
Total

305

RNF
NV

Locality
Urban
2
29
31

Total
Non-Urban
16
14
30

18
43
61

and
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Figure 11. Bar chart shhows the percentage of respoonses of both reespondents (M
M/F)
1)

= Thhere is no assoociation betweeen the two variiables.
= Thhere is associattion between thhe two variablles.

2) Level of significance::

= 0.05

3) Test Staatistics:
∑ ∑

(10)

With degreees of freedom
m (r-1) (c-1)
4) Calculaation:
Pearson Chi-Squuare

Value
16.1099

df
1

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
0.000

=16.1099
5) Critical region:
Probabilityy value ≤ siggnificance leveel ( )
6) Conclussion:
As our proobability valuee is less than leevel of significcance our resuult is significannt, so we are unnable to accep
pt our
null hypothhesis
and may
m conclude that there is soome associatioon between thee two variabless.
Question 9
Crosstab
Count

Which of these two
t are more favoourite with citizenss of Lahore?
Total

306

RNF
NV

Gendeer
Male
5
31
36

Total
Female
2
34
36

7
65
72
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Figure 122. Bar chart shhows the perceentage of respoonses of both reespondents (M
M/F)
1)

= Thhere is no assoociation betweeen the two variiables.
= Thhere is associattion between thhe two variablles.

2) Level of significance::

= 0.05

3) Test Staatistics:
∑ ∑

(11)

With degreees of freedom
m (r-1) (c-1)
4) Calculaation:
Pearson Chi-Square

Valuee
1.4244

df
1

Asymp. Sig. (2-ssided)
0.233

=1.424
5) Critical region:
Probabilityy value > signiificance level ((α)
6) Conclussion:
As our proobability valuee is greater thaan level of signnificance, we aare unable to rreject our null hypothesis
may concllude that there..
Question 110
Crosstab
Counnt

Whoo can eat more oveer-baked bread?

RNF
NV

Totall

307

Gender
Male
5
28
33

Total
Femaale
1
33
34

6
61
67

and
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Figure 133. Bar chart shhows the perceentage of respoonses of both reespondents (M
M/F)
1)

= Thhere is no assoociation betweeen the two variiables.
= Thhere is associattion between thhe two variablles.

2) Level of significance::

= 0.05

3) Test Staatistics:
∑ ∑

(12)

With degreees of freedom
m (r-1) (c-1)
4) Calculaation:
P
Pearson
Chi-Squarre

Valuue
3.0662

df
1

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
0.080

= 3.062
5) Critical region:
Probabilityy value > signiificance level ((α)
6) Conclussion:
As our proobability valuee is greater thaan level of signnificance, we aare unable to rreject our null hypothesis
may concllude that there is not sufficiennt evidence to show some asssociation betw
ween the two vvariables.

and

8. Results and Findingss
8.1 Syntheesis of Results
Statistical analysis of thee data collecteed in the structtured interview
ws stage revealled significant differences am
mong
different soocial groups reesiding in Lahore. There are statistically siignificant diffeerences in these samples. Thiis led
to the inteermediate concclusion that iff this is the caase, any differeences in languuage use will be based on social
s
hierarchy oof the participaants.
There were two main areeas of focus inn this study: firrst that the variiable (n) is a social differenttiator between male
and femalee; and second, to know the ggeneralizabilityy of Labovian sociolinguistics. There are ssome factors where
w
the results of present research significaantly match wiith Labovian research in New
w York City.
8.2 Interviiew Analysis
Significannt gender differrences within the interview data emerge ffrom the regioonal, social, agge and educatiional,
analyses. Gender diffeerences betweeen speakers across regionns have beenn found in thhe pre-vocalic
c /n/
environmeents. In addition, a significant differencee has been fouund accordingg to regional background in
n the
prevocalicc environment. The pre-consoonantal enviroonments have sshown no signnificant interacttions with sociial or
educationaal factors withiin the distributtions accordingg to sex.
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8.3 The Gender Factor
The results do not show any kind of linguistic differences of men and women. On the contrary, Labov (1990, p.
205) presents the most consistent results about the linguistic differences of men and women. In this context, as
for as the present variants are concerned, there is no sociolinguistic stratification between men and women in
Lahore. In this way, a sexual pattern of differentiation does not emerge, which is found in Western ideology that
females are more prone to prestige pattern than males.
9. Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to look closely into the variants /n/ and /ɽ/̃ gender differentiators in the speech
community.
The following brief conclusions were formulated on the basis of the finding of this study:
9.1 Gender Differences
There is no sociolinguistic stratification between men and women in Lahore, as for as /ɽ/̃ is concerned. The
results do not show any kind of linguistic differences of men and women. On the contrary, Labov (1990, p. 205)
presents the most consistent results about the linguistic differences of men and women. In this context, as for as
the present variants are concerned, there is no sociolinguistic stratification between men and women in Lahore.
In this way, a sexual pattern of differentiation does not emerge, which is found in Western linguistic ideology
that females are more prone to prestige pattern than males.
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